Building Composition:
The buildings aligned with the existing city grid and connects with each other through a Platform which becomes a Plaza.

The programmatic configuration of each building corresponds to different Public functions and also Office Spaces.

The concept involves the building as a part of the park and creates a public flow continuously.

The buildings also creates an identity of the site and at the same time as a part of the Master-plan.

Diagrammatic Representation of Functions

Legend:
- Commercial Shops
- Basement Level (Parking)
- Access Area (Lift/ Staircase)
- Common Spaces (Lobby/ Atrium)
- Office Spaces
- Restaurant and Bar
- Service Area (Washrooms etc)
- Green Open areas
- Storage/ Green Rooms
- Theater

The Plaza:
The Plaza act as a connector and also act as a new Public place.

The Platform act as a dynamic public space by its different levels and also with the functions around it.

The self sustain space connects with the existing city texture by series of green spaces and multiple entrances.
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